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THIS gem seems to be the first engraved stone re- Land in the winter of A.D. 6819'. Apart from gems, 
covered from London's southern subunh'. It is a Malcolm Todd rightly cites the legionary pattern- 
cornelian with convex upper surface, dloudy orange welded sword found at South Shields thet "exh2bits, 
in colour and measuring 14mm X l lmm X c. 3.5mm. paired with a separate relief of Mars, the Eagle on 
All faces are highly polished including the vulner- its Standard bearing a victor's wreath between two 
able upper surface, hence it would appear to have manipular sbandardsn5. 
been lost shortly after manufactu're. proba~bly in the Legionaries are attested epigraphically in London 
middle of  the 2nd century A.D. I t  was found in a and a certain amount of Roman mllitary equipment 
timber-lined pit containing Antonine pobtery (and has been recovered in various excava'tions. There 
organic material) which was sealed by a 3rd cen- was, of course, ,a fort to the north-west of the city 
tury masonry structure2. The shape d the gem, the with a ga,rrison, perhaps seconded from the 'legions 
low quality of the cornelian and the somewhrat sche- of the Province as a guard for the Governor6. I have 
matic style of cutting tend to confirm the stratigra- already recorded my opinion that intaglios depict- 
phical indications. ing Mars and Theseus found on si'tes north of -the 

~h~ subject as seen in impression is an eagle river would have had a special (appeal to soldiers. 
which stands in to the right and faces left; The Southwark gem can now be added to them as 
on either side is a legionary maniple standasd. another such "military signet"'. In itself, of course, 
other intaglios from ~ ~ i t ~ i ~  show the same theme, the intaglio can tell us no mare than that a passing 
three of them from ,military contexts where legion. legionary lost his signet stone; if the object has m y  
aries are attested3. ( ~ f  and standard gems from greater significance than this, we must await further 
elsewhere the most interesting comes firom N~~ elucidation of the total archaeological context in 
Paphos, Cyprus and is inscribed Leg XV ApoN- w:$,":~ on this excavation in 
inuri; it may have belonged to an officer in charge Thornas's S,treet S.A.E.C. will appear in the next 
of a vexillation that accompanied Titus to .the is- issue.) 
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